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you may also be able to leverage certain
subscription packages that include a dvr. you
may be able to get a better deal, however, by
buying your own dvr and adding the service to
your account. this costs a few hundred dollars,
but typically less than a cable or satellite plan,
and includes features such as a cloud-based
dvr and the ability to record multiple shows at
once. this means that, while you won’t get the
same channel lineup as a cable or satellite
provider, you’ll have the ability to watch what
you want, when you want. to start viewing
your satellite, you need to select the right
receiver. select a channel lineup in the
receiver's menu, which is generally done by
program number. the guide will display the
guide for the channel lineup selected. the
guide is typically divided into different regions,
such as a list of channels alphabetically, or by
channel number. select one of the
alphabetical lists to access your channels. you
need to be careful when selecting channels.
not all channels are available in all regions.
some channels are only available in certain
channels, and you cannot access a channel
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unless it is part of the lineup of channels on
the receiver. if you have a region of the world
that doesn't include the channels you want,
you can find a way to add them to your lineup
using your dish. if you have multiple receivers,
you can sign up for a separate subscription.
for instance, you could subscribe to the top
package on one receiver, and the base
package on another. this lets you choose the
channels you want, but also lets you watch
free programming on multiple devices.
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the guide (top left corner) shows you the
current guide, the guide's history, and your

local guide. you can view the guide as either a
grid or a list, and there are even options to
sort by guide types, channels, and content

types. to watch live programming, you'll head
to the live programming tab, where you can
watch live programming from the channels

you've subscribed to. you'll find each
channel's schedule here, along with the

show's local time, episode number, and the
dvr status of the show. it's where to find your

local guide. finally, we'll take a look at the
tools, and see what they can do for you. the

tools section features a list of presets,
including a live feed, which lets you watch live
programming from any of the channels you've
subscribed to. if you wish to add channels, you

need to buy an add-on package. some of
these packages include channels, such as

channels that are otherwise not available on
your lineup. for instance, the $25-per-month
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philo package includes 40 channels, though
it's missing some channels that are already

included in your base plan. the package costs
$10 extra for each channel you add. the tv

guide is like a tv schedule that you can view
on any device. you can go into the tv guide

and start browsing through shows. each show
has a brief description of the show, along with
a thumbnail. you can filter out certain types of
shows, such as news or sports, to get just the
shows you want. you can also filter out certain

channels, like kids shows, to find shows you
want to watch with the kids, or shows you
want to watch with a spouse. 5ec8ef588b
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